A collaborative project by Little Fish Entertainment, llc, Heron Media and
select members of the Milwaukee Filmmaker Alliance.

Wander MKE is a series of short films highlighting interesting places around Milwaukee County that encourages
locals and visitors to explore the unbeaten path. Each short film is comprised of a live action segment with an
animated section in the middle and vary between two-three minutes in length.
We are introduced to the location in a fun and unique way by a pair of characters, then a wise owl that originates
from our characters’ imagination leads us in the animated segment with a tale inspired by the location. Come with
us as we Wander Milwaukee…

Locations – Season One:

County Grounds

Joan of Arc

Black Cat Alley

Urban Ecology Center

Hank Aaron Trail

Ep. 1: The County Grounds, Wauwatosa – The site of Milwaukee’s first hospital for the care and treatment of
persons with mental health concerns, originally known as the Milwaukee County Asylum for the Insane, it is in
danger of being parceled off for development which would not only destroy one of the last vestiges of natural
landscape in the area, but also the habitats of several native species.
Ep. 2: Joan of Arc Chapel – Moved here from France, it sits on the Marquette University campus.
Ep. 3: Urban Ecology Center – The Riverside Park location offers several fun and interesting activities. The
Stone Arch entry to the Riverside Trails is particularly interesting and is reminiscent of ancient stone sculptures.
Ep. 4: Hank Aaron Trail – This trail runs from the Milwaukee Lakeshore to Miller Stadium with connections to
several local interest spots like the State Fair Grounds, the Petit Center and more.
Ep. 5: Black Cat Alley – Located on the East Side between the Oriental Theatre and Colectivo, this once to be
avoided alley is now filled with more than 30,000 square feet of artists' murals.

“Where will your imagination take you, Milwaukee?”
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